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Rakesh Kasturi believes that the ideas are useless unless they’re dancing wild on the streets. His purpose is to help people and organisations nurture innovation, collaboration and good business through immersive learning experiences.

As an experienced facilitator, coach and trainer, he founded the innovation consulting firm Fliptree Consulting in 2011. In his role as a challenge director at the global educational platform “The DO School” he supports young social entrepreneurs from all over the world to go from ideas to action. He is also active as a mentor for emerging platforms such as Starupboat and Brightest Young Minds. In his current role, he enjoys curating new programs and building partnerships for The DO School in India and supports expansion in the Asian region.

Bathing in nature, waking up to ideas for culinary experiments and swimming in the startup oceans with other fellow entrepreneurs and digital nomads are some of his passions.

Connect with Rakesh at MGGLB—India!
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